This document provides a checklist for the development of effective instructional Web sites that promote student learning and enable instructors to enact the principles of good teaching. The information presented is valuable for instructors of online courses and faculty members who utilize instructional sites to supplement face-to-face classroom interaction. The essential components outlined in the document include: (1) introductions of class participants; (2) course orientation; (3) information on assignments and assessments; and (4) opportunities for communication. Elements of the introduction section include a biography of the instructor, contact information, and a list of students enrolled in the course. Class orientation materials include course policies, the syllabus, textbook information, course objectives, and a list of supplemental resources. The author asserts that an effective course orientation is essential for fostering the development of independent learners. In the discussion of assignments and assessment, the author highlights the importance of developing assignments that explicitly state the expectations, evaluation criteria, and whenever possible, offer examples of model assignments. With respect to fostering communication via instructional Web sites, the author suggests using electronic class discussion lists or bulletin boards to foster dialogue and reflection. (RC)
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Four years ago when I began teaching online, classes delivered over the Internet were not common. Now the numbers and types of courses available online grows daily. However, in the rush to put courses online, the websites supporting them are not always designed to make the best use of the technology available nor do they always reflect what is known about good teaching practices. As Chickering and Erhmann (1997) have pointed out, the same principles of good teaching that apply in a face-to-face classroom, also apply in an online environment. Consequently, instructional websites, no matter whether they are created with web authoring software or constructed with one of the commercial courseware packages such as BlackBoard, should have specific components to support students in their learning endeavor and enable instructors to follow the principles of good teaching.

This paper grew from a workshop for two-year college faculty at Western Wisconsin Technical College. As the coordinator of the Virtual Online Instruction Center (VOICe) at Western, I wanted to make available to faculty both a useful checklist of needed components for either a website that supported face-to-face instruction or for a totally online class. In addition, however, I wanted the checklist to lead to more resources for those who wanted to further explore the pedagogy behind the components on the checklist. Consequently, each component of the list itself links to instructional website examples and to relevant research, published online, supporting and explaining the use of the component. This hyperlinked checklist is available at: http://www.western.tec.wi.us/voice/class/vtutor/wbchkIst.htm

The functions of an instructional website, particularly for online classes, need to support students interacting with each other, the instructor, and the course material. To this end, a website should have: information about the instructor and the college, course information to orient the student, all necessary course materials and all assignments, and multiple methods for communication. I will briefly address each of these; however, the heart of this presentation, with a more thorough discussion of each component of the checklist, is found at the hyperlinked checklist referenced above.

INTRODUCTIONS OF CLASS PARTICIPANTS

Students need to and want to know who their instructor is. Just as an instructor would provide an introduction on the opening day of class in a face-to-face classroom, so should the online instructor provide students with information about herself/himself. What is provided is, of course, up to the individual. It may be only professional information and a vita, or it may include more personal information about families and hobbies. Many instructors also include a picture of themselves. It is also important that the students feel part of a community learners. Again, providing pictures of those enrolled in the class may help students see their classmates as real people. Asking students to introduce themselves to the class at the beginning of the semester can serve the same function that ice-breakers do in a traditional classroom.

Finally, access to the instructor is even more important in an online environment than it is within a traditional instructional environment. Online students often cannot simply drop by an instructor's office during an office hour, so it is important that information for keeping in contact and for seeking help, are readily available to students.

ORIENTING THE STUDENT TO THE COURSE

Of course, a student needs information about the course as well. For an online student, access to everything they need to know about the course should be WITH the course. That means, it should all be readily available online. Early in the semester, students will form the habit of looking for the information they need on the class website IF it is indeed available immediately. If, on the other hand, students find that their questions are not answered on the class website from the beginning of the semester, they are apt to not refer to the website unless explicitly instructed to do so. Instructors who want students to be active, independent learners must be prepared to have an entire semester's learning activities ready before a semester starts.

Material that will orient the student to the site, the resources of the site, and to the way the course will be conducted are the first step toward helping students be independent learners. The content would include all the traditional pieces of information handed out in a face-to-face classroom such as course polices and
sylabus. In addition, students might need information on receiving passwords to enter secure parts of the website, addresses for tools used in the course, textbook and required materials and so on. To help orient students to a course, I suggest the following be part of a course website:

About You:
1. Name and title
2. Credentials and experience
3. Personal interests (OPTIONAL)
4. Your interest in the topic/course (OPTIONAL)
5. How you can be reached
   - Office phone number
   - Fax number
   - Email address
6. When you can be reached
   - Office hours
   - Phone-in hours
   - Online office hours in a synchronous chat

About your Course:
1. Course name, number, and meeting time (if meeting on-campus)
2. Course description
3. Relevance of the course
4. Course objectives
   - What should students learn or do in your course?
   - Are these objectives specific and measurable?
5. Description of course requirements
6. Other expectations?
7. Course outline
8. Course schedule
   - Meeting dates/times (if any)
   - Due dates for assignments or projects
   - Exam dates

About Your College:
1. Important college phone numbers or links to them.
2. Links to your department or division pages.
3. Links to your college website(s)

Course Materials and Resources:
1. Textbook title, author
2. Other required materials
3. Suggested supplementary materials

ASSIGNMENTS AND ASSESSMENT
The day of the lecture has passed, whether in a traditional classroom or online. Chickering and Gamson's (1987) seven principles and Bensusan's (1998) twelve pillars of learning were developed in reference to face-to-face classrooms, but they are equally applicable to online learning. In essence both espouse student as active learner and instructor as facilitator. Success for online students seems to rest even more firmly on these principles (see, for example, Graham et al., 2001). Assignments should, therefore, be constructed to take advantage of the learning potentials in an online classroom.
Although the online classroom is ideally suited to foster active learning, there are some negative factors that also must be taken into account. Perhaps the most significant factor is that students bring a wide variation in skills for reading and comprehending text online. For this reason, it is crucial that directions for assignments be clear, that requirements be explicitly stated, that grading criteria and any penalties for late assignments be itemized, and that, whenever possible, examples of acceptable assignments be provided.
Finally, assessment must be carefully designed. It can be difficult to administer traditional tests in an online class, but there are a multitude of effective techniques for assessment. Once again, good practice for assessment (see, for example, Suskie, 2000) often goes beyond paper and pencil tests to include multiple venues and measures.
To help orient students successfully complete assignments and coursework, I suggest the following be part of a course website:

**Guidelines For:**

1. **Assignments**
   - Directions (broken into steps)
   - Required format
   - Limits (minimum/maximum)
   - Examples

2. **Exams**
   - What to expect (length, type, etc.)
   - Mechanics (how and where administered etc.)

3. **Course policies**
   - Grading criteria
   - Grading scale
   - Late assignments
   - Plagiarism

4. **Study suggestions**

**COMMUNICATION IS THE KEY**

An online course is successful or fails based on the amount and clarity of communication between participants. For this reason, redundancy in communication methods and explanation of the way particular communication tools will be used in an online course, are crucial. In a traditional face to face class, students and instructors communicate in a number of ways: lectures, handouts, Socratic discussion during class time, face-to-face conversations in the instructor's office or in the halls of the college. Student needs and instructional needs remain the same when a class goes online, so it is useful to design methods for all those types of communication.

For one to one communication, the kind that would take place face-to-face in an instructor's office, email might be used. For conveying information to the entire class an email based discussion list is useful. This tool may also be employed to prompt students to help them pace their work. Students might also use the email based discussion list to ask questions about assignments. So email and email-based discussion lists can serve as venues for asynchronous office hours, for disseminating material that might occur in a lecture, and for questions of procedure and about content. To offer a space for reflective discussion of the course material, readings, and issues raised by those readings, a conference (sometimes referred to as a forum or a bulletin board) can be utilized. This tool becomes the site for class discussion. Finally there should, of course, be clear directions for using all of these tools.

Specifically, then, in addition to those elements necessary for a course website that have already been listed and discussed, there are some components specific to the online class website.

**Additional Material For Online Courses:**

1. Introduction to your website
2. Introduction to communication media used for course delivery (discussion list and/or conference)
3. Instructions for accessing other online materials (PowerPoint slides, rtf or pdf files, video)
4. Methods and requirements for class participation
5. Protocol for submitting assignments
6. Contingency plans for communication when there are technical problems

**CONCLUSION**

The website checklist is not meant to shackle an instructor, dictating every item that must appear on a course website, but rather it was created to help faculty experience the thinking and writing of others concerning online learning components, to serve as a catalyst for customizing an individual's course website, and to provide examples of the ways others have designed the components to fit their instructional needs. This brief discussion summarizes some key ideas, but certainly does not constitute a complete discussion. For that, visit the hyperlinked checklist at: [http://www.western.tec.wi.us/voice/class/vtutor/wbchklist.htm](http://www.western.tec.wi.us/voice/class/vtutor/wbchklist.htm)

The checklist will change and grow as the technology for online instruction develops and as research offers new insights into the pedagogy of online instruction. It will only be useful if it remains as dynamic as the webbed world it describes.
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